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About This Game

"Neon Hardcore"

- this is a game that makes you freak out the player after each death of the player character. You need to manage the green cube
and get to another green reference point. But it is very difficult, as the player interfere with the rotating saws and others

obstacles red color.

Features:
- High complexity of the passage.

- Nice design.
- 15 hardcore levels.

- The character does not stop itself! It must be stopped with the help of the "space" button.
- Cards, achievements, emoticons and backgrounds!

Test your finger dexterity and quick thinking!
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Title: Neon Hardcore
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Laush Dmitriy Sergeevich
Publisher:
Laush Studio
Release Date: 21 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP and newer

Processor: Athlon 2 X3 450

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce EN9600 GT

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian,Finnish,Cz
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the perfect bride to the main game. A carelessly, effortless put together game and if not true, a game made by developers with
very little knowledge on developing a close to good video game.

Not going to rate it as it's in early access but so far I do not recommend it AT ALL!

Only buy it if your supporting the developers or want to play a game and laugh at how bad it is for 5 minutes.

A gameplay showcase with honest and non-misleading gameplay will be provided shortly:

EDIT:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3DqWif48lDc

RECOMMENDATIONS:
- Better Mapmaking( No horribly ugly structures, bigger playing fields, interesting maps that tell a story )

- Better gun mechanics ( Spread either dynamic or simply turned off )

- Textures are good along with models

I recommend going overhaul with the idea of getting to the core to win, I say let players add on layers and layers of armour on
end, ofcourse adding a limit, creating classes such as juggernauts who can wear more armour but slows them down and classes
with fast characters that run fast and specialise with certain weapons.

I want to see a fat\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665walking around the map, that can role down hills like a bowling ball.
I want to see ninjas with katanas that rip through the thickest sets of armour.

^ That is a game that would sell in my opinion.. Oh my god, this is like, the best part of Waveform, if you get Waveform, you're
wasting the entire experience by NOT getting the soundtrack.
I don't even care that it doesn't show up in the steam music player (if there's a developer reading this, if you could help with
that, that'd be great), it's worth all the money, even if it was 10 times the amount it is.. This game is uber cute and has a nice
style to it. And it has a doggo. it cute. I enjoyed playing what little I did of the game. When I wrote this review, I had like... 12
minutes on record? Not too sure. The music (some of it) is relaxin' and fits the mood. Not sure if there's a way to keep it at one
song?

Although the game is really cute and awesome and has a "bark bark" button, I do have some complaints.

My complaints are:
- The doggo stops every now and then when you're movin' around. No bueno. Fix that.
- The intro to the game. Call it a nitpick if you will, but those smilies in the beginning are atrocious and have no business of
being there. I believe simple grunts would work fine. And why does the dude just lay on the ground in front of the door? C'mon.
- The hud seems kinda... I dunno. Generic? Livin it up a bit.

I guess that's about it. The last too don't necessarilly bug me THAT much, but those are my complaints. Definetely look into
fixing the movement though. Please.

bork bork. 12$ for a pretty good game that is an Alpha and will hopefully get better is pretty alright in my book. However the
game does have it's fair share of issues as most games in Alpha do. For example, The world is big and Beautiful and it looks
absolutely gorgeous when you see it in the right spots, but it feels empty. Quite simply it needs more dinosaurs. And by that i
don't mean there's a lack of variety and to fill the map with 100 more raptors. For example it would be nice to see say some
parasaurolophous drinking water by a stream or maybe a herd of apatasaurus roaming around. Like i said, it's a big beautiful
world. It just needs to be filled which I hope the Dev's will do in time.
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Also while there are some tips at the beginning of the game that show you how to get to the help menu and tell you what to do
there is absolutely no inclination to tell you how to those things. for example, one of the objectives is to find clear drinking
water. Well where do i have to go to do that? Do I have to craft something? Which by the way is another thing i didn't know
about until about an hour in and only discovered by luck. It doesn't tell you that you have a crafting system. It would also be nice
if that added a take all option from the stuff you find instead of having to click on each one individually then click add to put it
into your pouch, it makes it a bit tidious.

The A.I. Also needs a lot of work. You'll stand in front of a dinosaur for a bit and it won't do anything until you smack it with
something.

This is all i can think of for now but don't view this as a reason to not try or even purchase the game. For 12$ you can't really go
wrong with something that has this much potential. I personally enjoyed it more than Ark and the isle which are both more
expensive than this and less fun in my opinion.. Now I remember why I have anger issues.. This game is Amazing and has loads
of potential so I wrote a few Pros and Cons:
Pros:
Cheap
Time Killer
Beautiful
eZ Controls

Cons:
Why are you looking here? This game is Amazing.. I think this one is a little underrated. Sure it's a revision of a game that
already existed, but it made the game so much better. This is honestly one of the more simplistic of the ND games, but I found it
very fun, and quite meta! There are a lot of fun references to the fandom of the series, and I thought that was really cool.
There's also a ton of throwbacks to other ND games and the people who love them. This is admitedly one of the shorter ND
games, but I was okay with that. It wasn't very expensive ($6.99), so I didn't mind. It's not the greatest, but I think it's one that
should definitely be played by longtime fans of the franchise.
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Claybook... what can I say...
A recreation of my childhood game setting- The Neverhood, Claybook is a world made of clay, and you are the main character!
Which means you control the different shapes (ball, cylinder, square and much more) in the game, tell them where to go in
order to "stamp" objects, eat chocolate, carve through clay walls and so on.

The game's physics and graphics are on spot, its just like you are inside a world of clay, and the satisfactory of making progress
and achieving better scores reminds me of these "Satisfying Videos" on youtube.

Overall: 7/10 - no online benefits.

For gameplay and first impression:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aozy-So4szY. I bought Plastiland with a coupon and I only recommend it if you buy it on
sale \/ with a coupon cause 7,99$ is too much for this game.
Even the Steam Trading Cards are not worth crafting a badge (8 cards needed). ====WATCH_DOGZ_2====
  +PLAY+
  +OPTIONS+
  +CREDITS+
  +EXIT+. When you really want to be positive, but you can't.

Yes, I am one of mentioned old timers that might have something negative to say. Only that I have a lot of negative to say, that's
not to say there aren't anything positive to find with Anarchy Online.

Cons:

Yes, AO did get a new rendering engine. But you're not gonna see it unless you download it manually. Then you need to find the
community fixes as it crashes rather often. Instead enjoy this 16 year old rendering engine set to 1024x768 fullscreen instead.

Exploits, and lots of exploits. GMI (auction house), PvP, leveling, duping, NODROP transfers, ability boosting, dmg exploits.
Yes, AO has them all. In its heyday AO was less prone to extended damage from exploits. More developers and money allowed
for swift fix and ban of exploiters.
These days AO barely has 1 developer, severe exploits can go on for weeks before they are fixed.

Input multiplexing, yes AO allows for input multiplexing. You can use 3rd party software to control multiple accounts. People
have their merry band of 6 accounts and farm PvM content and sell loot rights, PvP or anything else under the sun.

Open world PvP, I noticed that was one of the selling points mentioned in the AO on steam email FunCom sent me. Well yes,
we do have open world PvP. Yes, you can defend and attack land. It is fun, a lot of fun! But developers have refused to look at
level ranges, meaning that your lvl 165 can be smashed by someone 205-207. The difference in comparable power is off the
charts. Oh and yeah that 205 can have endgame 220 heals as backup. Sounds fun right?
Level ranges is just one aspect, I mentioned input multiplexing above. Its super fun when your Organization has 4 people online
at an akward timezone to defend vs 1-2 guys running 12 toons killing your towers.

Soon(tm), we hear that a lot from the developers. Updated engine was to be released soon, it took years. Profession balance
soon, still not anywhere near complete. The list goes on.

PvM, with the recent years total focus on 6-man instanced raids, it seems that the benefit of being in a clan (Org) is gone. Many
large Orgs died and the playerbase is fractured. Why be with 23 people when you and your buddy can dual log and do all the
content and sell lootrights? AO used to be a very social thing, I think a lot of that is gone now.

PvP, well there is none. Not really, not anymore. Exploiters and multiplexers rule openworld PvP. Sure you can do duels (fun)
or battlestation (sometimes fun), but the mayhem such a name as Anarchy Online implies is long gone.

Leveling, oh so you bought the game? Expansions and all? Looking forward to go shoot stuff with strangers? Just don't it's not
going to happen. Leveling in AO (as a paid player) mostly revolves around sitting on
your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665from level 7 to 205+. Endgame tanks will pocket tank mobs, an NT will AoE nuke said
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mobs from safety and you profit.
As a veteran I use this, because when I make my 5th tl5 PvP twink, I just want to get to level 150 asap and twink. For new paid
players though, well I hope you like doing daily solo missions and running around alone. Endgame 220 players have their 160
alts on follow, or sit on a designated rock while they kill monsters. So yeah..
Froobs might have more fun, if there is a healthy community.

Lack of new content\/updates. AO has 1 deeveloper, sometimes. Sure for someone completely new to the game the amount of
content is huge! For veterans it is rather meh, you might hear a lot of negativity regarding that.

Pros:

Extremely complex character development, you are for the most part free to do whatever you want as a player. It might end up
being horribly bad, but you are allowed to use daggers on your soldier if you please.

For new players there is extreme amounts of content, I mean really really much to do.

I would have put more here, but they are hampered by the issues I listed above.
I truely love AO, but I can not recommend a game that has developers\/marketing so far into space. You might have heard how
much AO's launch got slammed, well.. the madness continue.. I laughed my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off at this game.
Apparently the humor is not for everyone; it's not exactly high-brow, but it's not, say, South Park. The timing, writing, and
delivery are all above-par.

The thing of it is, Episode 1 is 15 minutes long, and episodes 2-4 are vaporware; the developer has disappeared, and this is very
likely all we're getting.

If this game was free I'd rate it 11\/10. For five bucks I'd say to seriously consider grabbing it. For fifteen USD? Absolutely not.
Do not buy this game, at least until there's some proof that the other three "episodes" are actually coming.. Awesome co-op
mode for playing with a friend while you're in VR!. i loved the game this game is what iam going be playing a lot in my free
time. These missions are completely standalone and by virture they are a complete turning away from the original game. DO
NOT WASTE YOUR TIME.
They as linear scripted of a nightmare as you can get. The level design is HORRIFIC. It just sucks really bad. There is literally
always one way to go and sometimes finding that way is a chore.
Voice of Freedom is so short linear in subway tunnels. It just cuts out when you rescue a guy.
Aftermath is REALLY bad level design.
Beyond Walls is lame as well.
I got them on sale it is wasnt worth it. Stick to the coop stuff or Far Cry 4 or Far Cry 5 if you want something new.. This makes
a big difference to the mountain scenery, the only problem I have is my add on airport for Aspen has to be disabled it is
incompatible with this scenery.. The original incoming doesn't fit right in my screen on windows 10 and there are no resolution
options. The mouse won't go to the maximize icon in the upper right etc.. Incoming Forces doesn't launch at all, not even when I
go to the folder and launch the app manually (as administrator or otherwise). Also the orginal incoming is not compatible with a
controller unless you get a program to map it. The orginal is fun with a controller, and I'll probably never know how bad the
second one is. Good luck.
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